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Abstract 
We present a summary of the activities undertaken 
over the first year of operations of the “Aula Espazio 
Gela Observatory”, with teaching and astronomy 
outreach purposes. The observatory belongs to the 
Universidad del País Vasco and is a fundamental part 
of the “Master en Ciencia y Tecnología Espacial” 
(Space Science and Technology master). It is an 
urban observatory with the dome located on the roof 
of the School of Engineering at the Universidad del 
Pais Vasco in Bilbao (Spain). 

1. Instrumentation 
The main instrument is a PlaneWave CDK-20 
telescope (20’’ diameter) able to work from near-UV 
to mid-IR resting over a 10Micron GM4000 
computer- controlled mount. In addition to this, we 
dispose of several smaller instruments for 
complementary work such as a Celestron C8, an 
apochromatic refractor William Optics Megrez 120, 
an apochromatic refractor Long Perng 110 ED, a 
Daystar SolarREDI H-alpha refractor, a Lunt 
LS60TCaK refractor. These telescopes are coupled 
on GoTo equatorial mounts. There is also a Dobson 
solar telescope (165 mm) working in visible band.  
Figure 1 shows the main telescope. 

Besides these telescopes there are four CCD cameras: 
a SBIG STL-11000M, a SBIG ST-7XME, and two 
Imaging Source DMK-41AU02 cameras.  Figure 2 
shows some of the first observations acquired. The 
former two cameras are intended to wide field 
imaging, mostly for non-planetary purposes. The 
DMK cameras are able to image up to 30 frames per 
seconds and are used with lucky imaging techniques.  

The spectral range in non-solar telescopes is selected 
by broad and narrow-band filters available in each of 
two computer controlled filter wheels. A wide set of 
good quality eyepieces is available to allow a direct 
image of the targets. 

 

Figure 1: View of the main telescope CDK20 
mounted on the 3.5m Sirius dome. 

All the instruments are being prepared to be used 
remotely over the internet, with no computer required 
at the dome. This part of the project is expected to be 
ended by December 2011. 

2. Purposes 
The main purpose of this observatory is to provide 
coverage of the practical work to be developed by the 
students of the Master Degree on Space Science and 
Technology and of some elective subjects of the 
engineering degree. The second target, and related to 
the first one, is to allow the necessary research work 
of the students to complete their master theses.  

A third purpose is outreach, because the telescope is 
accessible close to the center of the city and public 
acceptance has been high. 

Finally the fourth mission for this observatory is to 
make scientific research. Appropriate fields in which 
the instrumentation can provide scientifically 
valuable data are: 

* Observation of the atmospheres of giant planets. 
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* Surveillance for fireball flashes, impact scars in the 
face of Jupiter and detections of small meteorite 
impacts on the Moon. 

* Solar System cometary bursts, occultations, and so 
on. 

 

Figure 2: Sample images of the Moon and Saturn 
with a better than average quality sky from the urban 

location of the observatory. 

3. Science 
One of the goals using the observatory is to develop a 
coherent technique to analyze planetary images in 
terms of its reflectivity. At first instance, absolute 
photometrical calibration of Jupiter and Saturn 
images is being produced, especially at the methane 
band filter at 889 nm and the UV filter at 360 nm. 
Broad band filters RGB are being calibrated as well. 
Once images are calibrated, we have developed a 
simple software using a reflecting layer model that 
estimates the altimetry of the effective cloud top 

(mostly based on the CH4 filter) and a low resolution 
spectrum of the particles as a function of latitude. 
These tools, used during a whole observation 
campaign, might be useful to understand the 
evolution of these planets cloud tops and colors. In 
the near future, this effort will be extended to Venus, 
especially at the shortest wavelengths where the 
unknown absorber can be detected. 

4. Future developments 
In a short time this observatory will have a 
spectrometer and a cloud sensor that will allow us to 
control remotely the main telescope, dome, filter-
wheel and the camera attached to it. The necessary 
control software is being developed just now. The 
observatory will be used as a benchwork to 
implement and test some of these technologies that 
can be exported in the future to remote telescopes 
elsewhere. 

5. Summary and Conclusions 
The new Aula Espazio Gela observatory in Bilbao 
(Spain) is now at work. Its 50 cm main instrument 
and two specialized solar telescopes allow it to make 
valuable astronomical observations of bright enough 
objects in spite of its urban location which is a good 
advantage to bring the public to the telescope and 
facilitates the access to students. In the near future a 
complete automatization of the main telescope and its 
dome will improve its usefulness. 
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